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Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, which guarantees the right to prop-
erty, provides:

Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful
enjoyment of his possessions. No one shall be deprived of his
possessions except in the public interest and subject to the
conditions provided for by law and by the general principles
of international law.

The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way
impair the right of a State to enforce such laws as it deems
necessary to control the use of property in accordance with
the general interest or to secure the payment of taxes or
other contributions or penalties.
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f the successive drafts which were the forerun-
nt Article 1. Indeed, the right to dispose of one’s
utes a traditional and fundamental aspect of
erty.
 Court defined the scope of Article 1 of Pro-
pplies only to existing possessions and “does
ht to acquire possessions”.
l No. 1 protects individuals or legal persons
ference by the State with their possessions. It
ses the right of the State to control the use of
property belonging to individuals or legal
nditions set out in that provision.
itutions have sought to ensure that any inter-
y rights pursues the general or public interest.
authorities can control the use of property to
f taxes or other contributions or penalties.

with the test of proportionality between the
d the interests of an individual, interference
 in such a manner which is not arbitrary and
ce with the law. As regards its necessity, how-
he former European Commission for Human
ssion”) have generally accorded States a wide
on. Although Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 con-
rence for a right to compensation for a taking
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Introduction
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 guarantees the right to property (see
p. 4). Other international human rights instruments, such as the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, also recognise the right
to property. However, neither the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights nor the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights which turned the Universal Declara-
tion into legally binding commitments made any reference to pro-
tecting property.
Similarly, when the European Convention on Human Rights (“the
Convention”) was being drafted, the states were unable to reach an
agreement. The formulation eventually adopted by the first Proto-
col provides a rather qualified right to property, allowing the State
a wide power to interfere with that right.
In Marckx v. Belgium1 the European Court of Human Rights (“the
Court”) considered for the first time Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 in
the context of illegitimacy legislation in Belgium and explained:

By recognising that everyone has the right to the peaceful enjoy-
ment of his possessions, Article 1 is in substance guaranteeing
the right of property. This is the clear impression left by the
words “possessions” and “use of property” (in French: “biens”,
“propriété”, “usage des biens”); the “travaux préparatoires”, for
their part, confirm this unequivocally: the drafters continually
spoke of “right of property” or “right to property” to describe the

subject-matter o
ners of the prese
property constit
the right of prop

In that judgment the
tocol No. 1, which a
not guarantee the rig
Article 1 of Protoco
from arbitrary inter
nevertheless recogni
or even deprive of 
persons under the co
The Convention inst
ference with propert
In particular, public 
secure the payment o
In order to comply 
collective interest an
should be conducted
which is in accordan
ever, the Court and t
Rights (“the Commi
margin of appreciati
tains no explicit refe1. Full references to the cases cited appear on pp. 45 ff.
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ining the effects of legal relations between
y, the Convention organs check that the law
quality that one person could be arbitrarily

 of property in favour of another. In certain
er, the State may be under an obligation to
egulate the actions of private individuals. To
Protocol No. 1 applies in general where the
ith property rights, or permits a third party

hension existed before the opening of the
rotocols to central and eastern European
isting Convention standards concerning
been largely confirmed in rather opulent
 years, the Commission and the Court had
f legal issues which reflect particular politi-
l circumstances in those countries after the
st reign. A series of applications involving
ctual and legal issues resulting from the
ates to reverse injustices from the previous
w balance between different social groups
ed by the Convention institutions.   

ight

e a violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
leged interference relates to his or her “pos-
eaning of that provision.
 property or other interference, it is in practice implicitly
quired (Holy Monasteries v. Greece). Only exceptional circum-
ances like the unique context of German reunification may
stify absence of any compensation paid (Jahn and others  v.
ermany).

rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1 is the only article of the Convention
hich expressly mentions “legal persons”. Every applicant,
hether a natural or legal person, must be able to demonstrate the
istence of a right to property at issue in order to qualify as a
ictim” under the Convention. It follows that companies fall
ithin the scope of this right. However, company shareholders
ve generally no claim based on damage sustained by the com-
ny, unless they can show that it was impossible for the company
 its liquidator to institute domestic proceedings – the so-called
ercing of the corporate veil (Agrotexim v. Greece). Very excep-
nal reasons will be required for a shareholder to be given stand-

g as a “victim”.

rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1 is not concerned with relationships of a
rely contractual nature between private individuals. Thus, a
urt ruling that requires an individual to surrender property to
other individual, for example pursuant to generally applicable

ws such as the law of contract (seizure and sale of property in the
urse of execution), tort law or family law (division of inherited
operty, matrimonial estate), generally fall outside the scope of
rticle 1 of Protocol No 1.

Nevertheless, in determ
individuals on propert
did not create such ine
and unjustly deprived
circumstances, howev
intervene in order to r
conclude, Article 1 of 
State itself interferes w
to do so.

Although some appre
Convention and its p
countries, the pre-ex
property issues have 
case-law. In the recent
to address a number o
cal, historic and socia
end of the Communi
rather complicated fa
political will of the St
regime and seek a ne
have thus been examin

The scope of the r

An applicant can alleg
only in so far as the al
sessions” within the m
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as much as he would have been able as a legit-

n the case of X v. Germany, the Commission
xpectation of notaries that the existing rates
 not be reduced by law did not constitute a
 the meaning of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

es not mean that the notion of “possessions”
g possessions”. Other assets, including claims
an applicant can argue that he or she has at
pectation” (which must be of a nature more
e hope) that they will be realised, qualify as

arded as an asset only when it is sufficiently
orceable (“suffisamment établie pour être exigi-
e expectation” can come into play in the
ntly established claim. In contrast, a condi-
be considered an asset. Therefore, for exam-
for fees can only be considered a “possession”
as in particular matter come into existence on
es rendered by the notary and on the basis of
ns for notaries’ fees.

n as to how a claim may constitute an asset
ossession” is the case of Pressos Compania
rs v. Belgium. In that case the applicants were
hips were involved in collisions in Belgian ter-
sidering that the collisions were due to the
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

The scope of the right

The concept of “possessions” has an autonomous meaning which
is independent from the formal classification in domestic law.

It is often argued that the concept of “possessions” is very broadly
interpreted in the Court’s case-law because it does not include
only the right of ownership but also a whole range of pecuniary
rights such as rights arising from shares, patents, arbitration
award, established entitlement to a pension, entitlement to a rent,
and even rights arising from running of a business.

This broad interpretation is mandated by the use of the word
“biens” in the French version of the text of Article 1 of Protocol
No. 1. In French legal terminology the term “biens” relates to all
patrimonial (i.e. pecuniary) rights.

Having said that, it should not come as a surprise that, apart from
ownership of immovable or movable property, for example,
shares, intellectual property rights, final arbitral award and entitle-
ment to a rent arising from a contract also qualify as “possessions”
within the meaning of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

However, the protection of that article does not apply unless and
until it is possible to lay a claim to a certain property. As already
stated, Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 does not guarantee the right to
acquire property. It was for this reason that the Court held in the
Marckx v. Belgium case that Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 was not
applicable to the illegitimate child’s potential right to inherit in
case of death of her mother. In contrast, that article was held to be
applicable in the case when the applicant – also an illegitimate
child – had already inherited a share of the farm but had not been

permitted to inherit 
imate child.

By the same token, i
held that the mere e
for their fees would
property right within

Nevertheless, this do
is limited to “existin
in respect of which 
least a “legitimate ex
concrete than a mer
“possessions”.

A claim may be reg
established to be enf
ble”). No “legitimat
absence of a sufficie
tional claim cannot 
ple, a notary’s claim 
when such a claim h
the ground of servic
the existing regulatio

A further illustratio
and, therefore, a “p
Naviera SA and othe
ship owners whose s
ritorial waters. Con
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tridis v. Greece case the applicant operated
hich had been built on the land which was
 heirs of a certain K.N. and the Greek State.
the cinema from the heirs in 1978 but in
rdered his eviction on the grounds that he
ng State property, and assigned the cinema
. In 1989 the Athens Court of First Instance
ction order but the Minister of Finance
 the court’s judgment. Before the Court the
that the failure of the authorities to return
stituted an infringement of his right to the

 his possessions.

, before he was evicted, the applicant had
or eleven years under a formally valid lease
ce by the authorities, as a result of which he
, which constituted an asset.

 that the applicant, who had had a specific
 cinema he had rented, had been evicted
uthorities and had not set up his business
d that, despite a judicial decision quashing

 applicant could not regain possession of the
inister of Finance refused to revoke the

e local authorities. In those circumstances,
there had been interference with the appli-
and eventually held that there had been a
rotocol No. 1.
gligence of Belgian pilots, for whom under the Belgian law the
ate was liable, they brought proceedings against the State. How-
er, in August 1988 the Belgian legislature enacted a law exempt-
g, with retrospective effect, the State from liability. The
plicants complained under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 that their

ght to property had been violated. The State argued that the
plicants had no “possessions” within the meaning of that article.

he Court noted that under Belgian tort law claims for compensa-
n came into existence when damage occurred. Therefore, such

claim constituted an asset and therefore amounted to a “posses-
on”. Moreover, on the basis of the case-law of the Court of Cassa-
n prior to the passing of the new legislation, the applicants
uld argue that the domestic courts would rule in their favour,
. accept their claims deriving from accidents in question.

terprise, being understood as a mass of rights, interests, and
lations destined to a determined purpose and organised as an
onomic unit by an entrepreneur, is also protected under
rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1. Enterprise is comprised of interests
d relations, such as clientele, good will, and business secrets, as

ell as potential sources of income, such as organisation and
vertising. In fact, the applicability of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
 business practices (i.e. enterprises) extends only to their clien-
le and goodwill, as these are entities of a certain value that have
 many respects the nature of a private right and thus constitute
ssets” and therefore “possessions” within the meaning of the first
ntence of that article.

For example, in the Ia
an open-air cinema, w
in dispute between the
The applicant leased 
1988 the authorities o
was wrongfully retaini
to the local authorities
had quashed the evi
refused to comply with
applicant complained 
the cinema to him con
peaceful enjoyment of

The Court noted that
operated the cinema f
without any interferen
had built up a clientele

The Court then noted
licence to operate the
from it by the local a
elsewhere. It also note
the eviction order, the
cinema because the M
assignment of it to th
the Court found that 
cant’s property rights 
breach of Article 1 of P
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l No. 1 to be applicable. However, this provi-
rpreted as giving an individual a right to a
lar amount, although a substantial reduction
 affecting the very substance of the right.

er that Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 guarantees
ion or other social security benefits where
such benefits under the domestic law. This is
 to a pension or other social security benefits
nteed under the Convention and because, as
, Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 does not create a
erty.

by virtue of Article 1 of the Convention, the
 the right protected by Article 1 of Protocol
nd merely on the State’s duty not to interfere,
ositive measures of protection, particularly
ect link between the measures an applicant
pect from the authorities and the effective
sessions. There used to be very little case-law

ive obligations under Article 1 of Protocol
 the Court’s more recent practice, it is clear

ons may arise in a number of circumstances.
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

The scope of the right

The entitlement to a pension or other welfare (social security)
benefits is also capable of falling with the protection of Article 1
of Protocol No. 1. The Court has stressed in the Stec and others v.
the United Kingdom case that in the modern, democratic State,
many individuals were, for all or part of their lives, completely
dependent for survival on social security and welfare benefits.
Many domestic legal systems recognised that such individuals
required a degree of certainty and security, and provided for bene-
fits to be paid – subject to the fulfilment of the conditions of eligi-
bility – as of right. Therefore, where an individual had an
assertible right under domestic law to a welfare benefit, the
importance of that right should also be reflected by holding

Article 1 of Protoco
sion cannot be inte
pension of a particu
could be regarded as

It does not mean eith
entitlement to pens
there is no basis for 
so because the right
is not as such guara
already noted above
right to acquire prop

Negative and positive obligations of the State
The obligation to respect the right to property under Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 incorporates both negative and positive obliga-
tions. The essential object of this provision is to protect a person
against unjustified interference by the State with the peaceful
enjoyment of his or her possessions (negative obligations). Nega-
tive obligations have been held to include, for example, expropria-
tion or destruction of property as well as planning restrictions,
rent controls and temporary seizure of property.
In Pressos Compania Naviera SA and others v. Belgium the State
was held liable for extinguishing the applicant’s pending claims by
enacting retroactive legislation.

On the other hand, 
effective exercise of
No. 1 does not depe
but may require p
where there is a dir
may legitimately ex
enjoyment of his pos
on the State’s posit
No. 1. However, from
that positive obligati
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cond step is to consider whether there has
 that possession and, ultimately, the nature
. which of the three rules applies).
 borne in mind that the three rules are not
f being unconnected. The second and third
ith particular instances of interference with
njoyment of property and should therefore
ght of the general principles enunciated in

operty (second rule)
ation of property is the extinction of legal
owever, more generally, the Court will not

 whether there had been a formal expropri-
nership, but will also investigate the realities
hether there has been a de facto expropria-
 Öneryıldız v. Turkey the State was found to be under the obliga-
n to undertake practical steps to avoid destruction of property

 a result of unsafe conditions in a refuse tip.

In Sovtransavto v. Ukra
were found to have be
ceedings resulting in
company and in the lo
assets.

he content of the right

rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1 has been held to comprise three dis-
ct rules. This analysis was first put forward in the case of
orrong and Lönnroth v. Sweden, which is one of the most impor-
nt Court judgments in relation to this Article of the Convention.
he rules were defined in the following manner: 

… The first rule, which is of a general nature, enounces the
principle of peaceful enjoyment of property; it is set out in the
first sentence of the first paragraph. The second rule covers dep-
rivation of possessions and subjects it to certain conditions; it
appears in the second sentence of the same paragraph. The
third rule recognises that the States are entitled, amongst other
things, to control the use of property in accordance with the
general interest, by enforcing such laws as they deem necessary
for the purpose; it is contained in the second paragraph.

hen considering whether there has been a violation of Article 1
 Protocol No. 1, the Court shall firstly examine whether there
ists any property right (a possession) falling within the ambit of

that provision. The se
been interference with
of that interference (i.e
It should, however, be
distinct in the sense o
rules are concerned w
the right to peaceful e
be construed in the li
the first rule.

Deprivation of pr
The essence of depriv
rights of the owners. H
only take into account
ation or transfer of ow
of a situation to see w
tion.
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ers v. Austria the applicants owned numerous
ts. They complained before the Court about
t granted to tenants pursuant to the newly

he measure at issue was considered to be one
roperty.
mentgruppen AB v. Sweden the applicant
d that the levying of a newly introduced
on it as well as the obligation to pay a supple-
arge interfered with its property rights. The
ned under the third rule of Article 1 of Proto-

ent of possessions (first rule)
 said to be of a general nature and includes all
rfere with the individual’s property rights, but
privation of property or a measure of control
iding which rule a certain situation falls to be
 Court shall normally first determine whether
ird rule are applicable, since they involve par-
 interference with the peaceful enjoyment of
he wide interpretation of the other two rules,
trol of use of property, the application of this
wide as might have been expected.
nroth v. Sweden the existence of expropriation
he reduction of the selling price of the prop-
er, the applicants had never ceased to be the
rty and they could at all times sell it if they
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Control of the use of property (third rule)

In Papamichalopoulos v. Greece the applicants’ valuable land had
been taken by the State in 1967 during the dictatorship period and
given to the Navy, which then established a naval base on the site.
Since after that time the applicants were unable to make effective
use of their property or to sell it, the State was held liable for a de
facto expropriation.

In Brumărescu v. Romania the applicant had, on the basis of a
first-instance judgment in his favour, regained possession of a
house nationalised from his parents in 1950. Subsequently, the
Supreme Court quashed the first-instance judgment as a conse-
quence of which the applicant was no longer entitled to use the
house at issue. The Court considered the first-instance judgment
as the applicant’s possession within the meaning of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 and examined the case under the second rule of
that provision.

Control of the use of property (third rule)

A measure falls within this rule if its main aim is for the State to
control the use of property, be it in the general interest or “to
secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties”.

In Handyside v. the United Kingdom the authorities seized the
applicant’s book because it contained obscene images. Since the
book had been seized only temporarily, the measure did not
involve a deprivation of property, but instead fell to be examined
under the third rule of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

In Mellacher and oth
flats rented to tenan
the reduction of ren
enacted Rent Act. T
of control of use of p
In Svenska Managa
company complaine
profit-sharing tax up
mentary pension ch
case fell to be exami
col No. 1.

Peaceful enjoym
The first rule is often
situations which inte
do not constitute de
of its use. When dec
examined under, the
the second or the th
ticular categories of
possessions. Given t
in particular the con
rule has not been as 
In Sporrong and Lön
permits resulted in t
erty at issue. Howev
owners of the prope
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 right to property must firstly satisfy the
. Even though it is expressly stated only in

f the first paragraph of Article 1 of Protocol
ditions provided for by law”), the principle
e of the fundamental principles of a demo-
nt in the Convention as a whole and must
hichever of the three rules applies.
er the Convention also has an autonomous
ot only a law in a formal sense. It can also
te (e.g. subordinate legislation), Constitu-
ty to which the State concerned is a party,
ished to do so. This part of the case was thus examined under
e first (general) rule guaranteeing peaceful enjoyment of posses-
ons.
 Stran Greek Rafineries and Stratis Andreadis v. Greece the legis-
tion rendering an arbitration award in the applicant’s favour void
d unenforceable fell to be considered under the first rule.

In Solodyuk v. Russia t
late in circumstances 
of which the value of
cantly decreased. The
under the general rule

ermissible restrictions

terference
s already stated, the right to protection of property is, however,
t absolute. It is subject to restrictions clearly prescribed in

rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1. Interference with the right to peaceful
joyment of possessions shall be allowed only if:

it is prescribed by law,
it is in the public interest, and
it is necessary in a democratic society.

ll three conditions must be fulfilled cumulatively. Should only
e of them not be met, there will have been a violation of the

onvention.

rthermore, by virtue of Article 15 of the Convention, at time of
ar or other public emergency the State may take measures dero-
ting from its obligation to respect the right to peaceful enjoy-
ent of property to the extent strictly required by the exigencies

of the situation, provid
with its other obligatio

Lawfulness
Interference with the
requirement of legality
the second sentence o
No. 1 (“subject to con
of legal certainty as on
cratic society is inhere
therefore be satisfied w
The notion of law und
meaning. A “law” is n
include another statu
tion, international trea
as well as EC law.
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d it will be unnecessary for the Court even to
ch unlawful interference pursued a legitimate
d been proportionate.
s v. Greece the applicant was evicted from an
pite the fact that the eviction order in his case
everal months after the eviction. The Court
uthorities’ refusal of the applicant’s request to
n question – which constituted interference
ghts – had been unlawful and that there had
iolation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
dere Alberghiera v. Italy the applicant com-
opriated with a view to building a road. The
sequently quashed the decision on expropria-
lawful. However, once the applicant company
e land, its request was dismissed, the courts
at the transfer of property to the authorities
ible. The Court concluded that the denial of
d in the circumstances of the present case had
ticle 1 of Protocol No. 1.

wful interference with the individual’s prop-
ustified only if it pursues a legitimate aim in
interest. This obligation is expressly stated in
on of property (“public interest”) and in rela-
se of property (“general interest”). However,
h property rights, irrespective of the rule it
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

General interest

It is not sufficient for the act, on the basis of which a State limited
the enjoyment of possessions, to be a formal legal source within
the meaning of the domestic law, but it must furthermore contain
certain qualitative characteristics and afford appropriate proce-
dural safeguards so as to ensure protection against arbitrary
action.

For example, in the case of James v. the United Kingdom, the Court
reiterated that 

… it has consistently held that the terms “law” or “lawful” in
the Convention [do] not merely refer back to the domestic law
but also [relate] to the quality of the law, requiring it to be com-
patible with the rule of law.

Accordingly, the law must be accessible (published) and its provi-
sions formulated with sufficient precision to enable the persons
concerned to foresee, to a degree that is reasonable in the circum-
stances, the consequences which a given action may entail and to
regulate their conduct. This does not require complete precision,
which would exclude the necessary interpretation in the applica-
tion of laws. However, it requires a certain level of foreseeability,
which depends on the content of the instrument in question, the
field it is designed to cover and the number and status of those to
whom it is addressed.

Should the Court establish that interference with a property right
was not in accordance with the law, it does not need to consider
the legitimacy of the State’s objective or the issue of proportional-
ity. In this case, there will automatically be a violation of Article 1

of Protocol No. 1 an
consider whether su
aim or whether it ha
In the case of Iatridi
open-air cinema, des
had been quashed s
established that the a
repossess the land i
with his property ri
accordingly been a v
In the case of Belve
pany’s land was expr
competent court sub
tion, declaring it un
sought return of th
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the restitution of lan
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General interest
Furthermore, any la
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 with the peaceful enjoyment of possessions
 democratic society directed at achieving a

t strike a fair balance between the demands
 of the community and the requirements of
mental rights. Such a fair balance will not
e the individual property owner is made to

d excessive burden”.

aves the Contracting States certain discre-
ed to as “margin of appreciation”, consider-
s to be better placed to assess the existence
the necessity of the restriction, given their
e social process forming their country. For
in principle be no violation of the Conven-
t another measure less restrictive to a Con-
 one chosen in achieving a certain aim, as

s fall within the State’s margin of apprecia-
nd, the Court shall certainly take into con-

ce of alternative solutions when ruling
ad been proportionate to the aim sought to

iation also derives from the subsidiary role
ievement of Convention rights. However, it

oes hand in hand with scrutiny by the Court
ention. This is why the Court shall not

g every measure the State undertakes and
lls under, must satisfy the requirement of serving a legitimate
blic (or general) interest.

he notion of “public interest” is necessarily an extensive one.
nce the domestic authorities have a better knowledge of their
ciety and its needs, they are usually better placed than the Court
 establish what is in the public interest. The Court will therefore
spect the domestic authorities’ judgment as to what is in the
ublic interest” unless that judgment is manifestly without rea-
nable foundation.

r example, in the case of Former King of Greece and others v.
reece, the applicants, members of the royal family, claimed that a
gislative measure deprived them of their ownership of some land
 Greece. The Government argued that the State’s legitimate
terest lay in the need to protect the forests and archaeological
tes within the contested estates and, moreover, that the contested
gislation was linked to the major public interest in preserving
e constitutional status of the country as a republic. The Court
ted that there had been no evidence to support the Govern-

ent’s argument on the need to protect the forests or archaeologi-
l sites. On the other hand, although with some hesitation given
at the disputed law was enacted almost 20 years after Greece had
come a republic, the Court accepted that it was necessary for
e State to resolve an issue which it considered to be prejudicial
r its status. 

Proportionality

A measure interfering
must be necessary in a
legitimate aim. It mus
of the general interest
the individual’s funda
have been struck wher
bear “an individual an

However, the Court le
tion commonly referr
ing the state authoritie
of both the need and 
direct contact with th
this reason, there will 
tion should there exis
vention right than the
long as both measure
tion. On the other ha
sideration the existen
whether interference h
be achieved.

This margin of apprec
of the Court in the ach
is not unlimited, but g
foreseen by the Conv
refrain from criticisin
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ars. Like in many other cases concerning
ourt examined the case under the third rule
ocol No. 1, the control of use of property.
e domestic authorities did not undertake any
nant even though the applicant made it clear
n he was in, the Court concluded that the

pplicant’s use of his flat amounted to a breach
d to a violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

s Compania Naviera SA v. Belgium, a number
se ships had been involved in collisions in the
f Belgium, brought actions in damages in
ence of the pilots who were the liability of the
sequently adopted legislation removing the

on of such damage and thereby retroactively
ip owners’ claims. The Court reiterated that
y (in this case claims) without any compensa-
stified under specific circumstances. In the

slation with retrospective effect with the aim
 depriving the applicants of their claims was
ent with the fair balance principle and conse-
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Proportionality

justifies by its margin of appreciation. Its scope depends on the
circumstances of the case, the nature of the guaranteed Conven-
tion right, the nature of the legitimate aim pursued by the interfer-
ence as well as the intensity of the interference.
In the case of Hentrich v. France the applicant purchased some
land, on which a State authority subsequently wanted to exercise
its pre-emption right. The State submitted that the public interest
in the present case lay in the prevention of tax evasion. The Court
firstly concluded that the pre-emption by the State operated arbi-
trarily and selectively as well as that it was scarcely foreseeable. On
the basis of such procedure, the Court concluded that the appli-
cant as a selected victim bore an individual and excessive burden
which could have been rendered legitimate only if she had had the
possibility – which was refused to her – of effectively challenging
the measure taken against her. The fair balance which should be
struck between the protection of the right of property and the
requirements of the general interest was therefore upset.
In the case of Scollo v. Italy the applicant purchased a flat in Rome,
which was occupied by a tenant. Even though the applicant
himself was a disabled person, unemployed and needed the flat for
his own use, he was not able to have the tenant evicted for a period

of almost twelve ye
tenancy rights, the C
of Article 1 of Prot
Having found that th
action to evict the te
to them the situatio
restrictions on the a
of proportionality an

In the case of Presso
of ship owners, who
territorial waters o
respect of the neglig
State. The State sub
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extinguishing the sh
the taking of propert
tion may only be ju
present case the legi
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stance of property is protected by Article 1
cedural guarantees for enjoyment of prop-
hey are considered civil rights, are provided
hus, when property rights are at stake, an

ccess to court, rely on various procedural
ately, request an enforcement of judicial

m these proceedings.
onvention, such as Articles 3 and 10, have

ications concerning protection of property,
ance appears to be only slight and the perti-
sparse, their relations with Article 1 of Pro-
 delved into.

ol No. 1 and Article 3 of the Con-

ccur that when the applicants raise com-
ocial or pension insurance entitlements,
ay be considered property, they also rely on
ntion under its inhuman or degrading treat-
nvention organs, however, have been reluc-
 complaints. In the Predojević and others v.
rt declared inadmissible as manifestly ill-

ts’ complaints that their being deprived of
The relationship of Article 1 of Protoc

he relationship of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to ot
onvention
hen peaceful enjoyment of possessions is at stake, also other

ghts enshrined in the Convention and its protocols may come
to play.
r example, in cases where an individual has the right to live in a
rticular residence, interference with this right will be scruti-
sed under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. If the residence is at the
me time the home of that person, also his or her right to peace-
l enjoyment of home, protected by Article 8, may come into
ay. Likewise, complaints concerning the destruction of a build-
g may be considered as an infringement of the applicant’s right
 home and/or privacy as well as the right to peaceful enjoyment
 possessions. While the right to respect for person’s home or
ace of work is protected by Article 8 of the Convention, the
emises concerned usually constitute a possession for the pur-
ses of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

 significant part of legislation concerning spatial planning, taxes
d environmental protection interferes with property rights.

hese provisions normally make a distinction between different
cial and economic groups which in itself means discrimination.
rticle 14 of the Convention proscribes less favourable treatment
 certain grounds such as race, national origin, and also property

atus and provides safeguards for protection of property in addi-
n to those protected by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

Besides, while the sub
of Protocol No. 1, pro
erty rights, as long as t
for by Article 6 § 1. T
applicant may seek a
safeguards, and, ultim
decisions resulting fro
Other articles of the C
been relied on in appl
but since their signific
nent Court’s case-law 
tocol No. 1 will not be

Article 1 of Protoc
vention
It can occasionally o
plaints concerning s
which, in principle, m
Article 3 of the Conve
ment heading. The Co
tant to entertain such
Slovenia case the Cou
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h may have detrimental effects on the prop-
d. The delay aspect of these complaints falls
le the outcome of proceedings under Article 1

ength of proceeding may have particularly
in times of inflation. In Aka v. Turkey, for
nt succeeded in seeking an increase in com-
ropriated land. The amounts of the compen-

the national authorities bore a 30% simple
nflation rate at that time exceeded 70% per

ound that the difference between the amounts
 to the applicant when his land was expropri-
ts due when the compensation was actually
esult of the length of proceedings. This sepa-

ith the loss of his land, upset the fair balance
en maintained between the protection of the
roperty and the demands of the general inter-
s found infringement of Article 1 Protocol
estic legislation allowed the State to profit
l situation, because it was favourable to the
et its obligations, i.e. perform speedy trials, as
.

 a different conclusion in a case where the
 domestic proceedings were lodged against

nd not the State. In O.N. v. Bulgaria the appli-
at the domestic courts refused to take into
 and, at the end of the day, awarded him sums
an the real value of what he had given under
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 6 of the Convention

military pension constituted inhuman or degrading treatment and
deprivation of property. As for the complaints made under
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, the Court considered that the appli-
cants did not meet the requirements, imposed by the domestic
law, to be awarded a pension. 

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 6 of the Con-
vention
Article 6 §1 of the Convention protects the right to have one’s civil
rights and obligations determined in the course of a fair and
timely hearing by an impartial tribunal. One of such civil rights is
also the right to property. While Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 pro-
tects the substance of the right to property, Article 6 §1 provides
procedural guarantees for resolution of disputes concerning prop-
erty. In other words, the first provision sets the requirements for
admissible interferences with property rights; the second provi-
sion guarantees access to court and a fair trial in establishing
whether the interference was permissible and the property rights
determined fairly. If the applicants have no existing possession or
at least a legitimate expectation in this respect, they cannot rely on
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. However, no such requirement is
needed to attract the guarantees of Article 6 §1, where it is essen-
tial that the outcome of the proceedings is decisive for the recog-
nition or existence of the property right relied on.
The alleged violation of the right to a trial within reasonable time
may raise particular questions under both provisions, since
unduly long proceedings maintain their outcome unclear over a

period of time, whic
erty rights concerne
under Article 6, whi
of Protocol No. 1. L
unfavourable effect 
example, the applica
pensation for his exp
sation awarded by 
interest, whilst the i
annum. The Court f
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Court found a breach of the rights to a fair

erned disputes between individuals and a
ted, however, that Article 6 §1 has limited
es involving litigation between private par-
al authorities have been held responsible
nd also under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 for
forcement of domestic courts’ judgments
ersons. In Fuklev v. Ukraine the Court held

ns generated by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
sures necessary to protect the right to prop-
lving litigation between private individuals
re thus under an obligation to ensure that
ined in the domestic legislation for the
dgments are observed.

ticle 6 §1 is the principle of legal certainty,
e final ruling resolving the case should not
ărescu v. Romania the final judgment con-

f a house nationalised to the applicant’s
Thereupon, the Public Prosecutor, who was
itution proceedings, brought the case to the
 set aside that judgment, which constituted
 §1 and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

e complaints under either Article 6 §1 or
No. 1 may occasionally result in the other
lete. However, no clear-cut rules can be
The relationship of Article 1 of Protoc

e impugned contract. The Court declared the complaints under
rticle 6 and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 inadmissible. It concluded
at imposing on the State the positive obligation to remedy situa-
ns of depreciation of currency and increased inflation through

gislation or judicial decision would be no less than imposing on
e State an obligation to guarantee the value of possessions
spite inflation or other economic phenomena.

ecution of a judgment forms an integral part of a fair trial as
aranteed by Article 6 §1. Procedural guarantees enshrined
erein are stripped of all essence, if the decision to which they led
 not honoured. When such cases arise, the Court considers the
plicant deprived of the right to access to court and if the domes-
 proceedings concerned property rights, failing to adhere to the
al decision may also result in a breach of property rights. In
rdov v. Russia, the State was ordered to pay the applicant
mages for his poor health resulting from extensive exposure to
dioactive emissions. The Court rejected the Government’s argu-
ent that the State failure to execute the judgment resulted from
e lack funds and found a breach of Article 6 §1 and Article 1 of
otocol No. 1. Alleged lack of funds led to the same result in the
se of Prodan v. Moldova. In that case, the domestic courts
held the applicant’s claim to declare void the contracts of sale of
artments, which the applicant had sought in the restitution pro-
edings. The municipality was first ordered to provide the occu-
nts of the apartments with alternative accommodation, but the
der was later changed to oblige the municipality to pay compen-
tion instead; however, lack of funds obstructed the enforcement

for several years. The 
trial and to property.

The above cases conc
State. It should be no
application to the cas
ties. Even so, nation
under this provision a
belated or absent en
issued against private p
that positive obligatio
may entail certain mea
erty even in cases invo
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n offered by these two provisions appears to
ries in the Court's case-law.

ome” within the meaning of Article 8 was
 the United Kingdom. In that case, the appli-
ied the house they had built on Guernsey for
s, but they maintained a link with the house
e Court found that the applicants, who had
to the house, established no other domicile
ently intended to remain living in the house.
o consider that house their home for the pur-
ut since the Protocol No. 1 was not applicable
nsey at the time, the Court declared inadmis-
 raised under that provisions. The Court has

ide interpretation of “home” in its case-law.

etween Article 8 of the Convention and
 No. 1 was often displayed in cases concerning
ontrol. The Larkos v. Cyprus case scrutinised
rning eviction upon expiry of a lease. The rel-
vided for a differential treatment between the
e-owned residences and those living in dwell-
te individuals. The Court examined the case
n conjunction with Article 8, rather than
 No. 1, which suggests that the tenants’ rights
lar abode constitutes the right to a home and
erty.
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 8 of the Convention

inferred from the Court’s case-law in order to determine in what
circumstances this occurs. It appears, however, that when the
result of the domestic proceedings is decisive, the complaints
made under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 will be examined whereas
when the emphasis is on the proceedings the focus will be on
Article 6 §1. For instance, in Draon v. France the Court found a
breach of the applicants’ right to property, because the State had
enacted a law limiting the compensation for special burdens suf-
fered as a consequences of disability, while the compensation pro-
ceedings had been pending. The applicants also claimed that
immediate application of this law violated their right to a fair trial,
but the Court did not find it necessary to examine them. On the
other hand, in Canea Catholic Church v. Greece the Court ruled
that denying the applicant’s legal personality because it was for-
mally acquired, although exercised in practice for decades, fell
foul of Article 6 §1. The applicant church maintained that such
refusal deprived it of the possibility to take part in legal proceed-
ings to protect its property, but the Court refused to examine this
complaint.

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 8 of the Con-
vention

Article 8 guarantees respect for private and family life which com-
prises also the right to home and correspondence. The applicants
alleging a breach of their right to home and invoking Article 8
occasionally rely also on Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. The differ-

ence in the protectio
be very subtle and va

What constitutes “h
decided in Gillow v.
cants had not occup
nearly nineteen year
by renting it out. Th
eventually moved in
elsewhere and appar
This was sufficient t
poses of Article 8. B
to the island of Guer
sible the complaints
ever since applied a w

The intersection b
Article 1 of Protocol
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the legislation conce
evant provisions pro
tenants living in stat
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ndings under Article 8 and found no breach

e applicant complained about the length of
r husband from her illegally occupied flat.
reach of Article 8 due to the fact that the
 eviction was not executed for a prolonged

s prevented the applicant from living in her
complaints raised under Article 1 of Proto-
amined, because they were essentially the
der Article 8.

Zaklanac v. Croatia, where the applicant
e to enforce an eviction order violated his
 home, private and family life and his right
rt examined the issue separately under
ticle 1 of Protocol No. 1. Since the proceed-
, the complaints were declared inadmissible

ences with property rights have been scruti-
 and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, such as
esidence or place of work. In Niemietz v.
und the unlimited order for search of the
e and seizure of documents disproportion-
 context of the confidentiality inherent in

n. The applicant further claimed that the
iolation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 by
on as a lawyer. Having already taken into
The relationship of Article 1 of Protoc

milarly, in the case of Sorić v. Croatia, the Court found that
ither Article 8 nor Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 included the right
 tenant to buy certain property, namely a home. The prior provi-
on only protected a person’s right to respect for his or her already
isting home and the latter only guaranteed peaceful possession
 equally already existing property. The applicant in this case had
ver been the owner of the flat in question, but had been in the
ssession of that residence for over sixty years. That possession,
wever, had not been threatened by the mere enactment of new

gislation which did not favour the applicant with the right to buy
e apartment he occupied under specially protected tenancy.

 appears that the above approach may not be relied on in the
ses where the landlord’s rights are at stake. In the case of Velosa
rreto v. Portugal the applicant landlord was denied the right to

rminate the lease of a house he inherited, although he needed
e house for his own occupation. The Court found no violation
 Article 8, because the applicant’s need for the residence was not
re, as his living conditions improved at the time of the proceed-
gs. The Court went on to examine the case also under Article 1
 Protocol No. 1 and found that the restriction on the applicant's
ght to terminate his tenant’s lease constituted control of the use
 property within the meaning of the second paragraph of
rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1. This control, however, pursued a legit-
ate social policy aim and the Court held that the State did strike

fair balance between the competing interests involved. Since the
plicant provided no arguments in support of his claim, the

Court referred to its fi
of applicant's rights.

In Cvijetić v. Croatia th
eviction of her forme
The Court found a b
judgment ordering the
period of time and thi
home. The applicant’s 
col No. 1 were not ex
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ir right to peaceful enjoyment of their posses-

ing displaced persons raise similar issues.
er to allege any claim under Article 8, the
uired to prove that the residence from which
as indeed their home. Such a requirement is

f the finding that Article 8 does not necessar-
 preferences as to their place of residence to
eral interest. For instance, in the Chapman v.
case the applicant bought a plot of land with a
e. However, her request for planning permis-
ans on her land was refused due to detrimen-
 on the rural character of the site. The Court
e were alternatives available to the applicant
n occupation on that site without planning
d no violation of Article 8. For the same rea-
led that the applicant’s right, protected by
l No. 1, to live peacefully on the plot of land
 not breached.
ons on spatial planning and use of land make
applications concerning pollution and nui-
ther area falling within the ambit of Article 8
ocol No. 1. Even though the number of cases
een noticeably growing in the past few years,
t found a violation of both of these provisions
neral, there is no provision in the Convention
igned to protect environmental interests of
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 8 of the Convention

consideration, in the context of Article 8, the potential effects of
the search on the applicant’s professional reputation, the Court
found no separate issue under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
Similarly, in McLeod v. the United Kingdom the applicant’s former
husband, accompanied by the police, entered into their former
matrimonial house, where the applicant was living at the time, in
order to collect his belongings. The Court considered that the
aims of preserving the peace or prevent a crime could generally
justify the police entering into a home. Nevertheless, in the
present case, the police officers learned that the applicant was not
at home and should therefore have not entered the house, as it
should have been clear to them that there was little or no risk of
disorder or crime occurring. Although the applicant had relied on
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 in the proceedings before the Commis-
sion, which had found no breach of the applicant’s rights, she did
not maintain this complaint before the Court.
The ultimate form of interference with the right to a home and
terminal form of deprivation of property is destruction of a dwell-
ing. In such cases complaints under Article 8 and Article 1 of Pro-
tocol No. 1 are often raised. In the case of Selçuk and Asker v.
Turkey the Court simultaneously examined the complaints under
these two articles. It found that the Turkish security forces deliber-
ately burned down the applicants’ homes and household property
obliging them to leave the village of their origin. In such circum-
stances the Court saw no doubt that these acts constituted partic-
ularly grave and unjustified interferences with the applicants’
rights to respect for their private and family lives and homes as

well as breach of the
sions.
The cases concern
Nonetheless, in ord
applicants will be req
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partially the result o
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the United Kingdom 
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uards offered by Article 8 were respected
of and the right to remain in the premises in
 the guarantees inherent in Article 1 of Pro-
lay. Hence, if the violation alleged concerns
ect of the applicant’s rights and had no or
n the property at issue, the Court will pri-
ase only under Article 8 and hold that no
der Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. The adverse

 be found in the case-law of the Court. Evi-
e” has been established, the Court will find
 8, regardless of the conclusions made as to
rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1.

e as to the intersection between property
on of home and privacy are at large applica-
 of correspondence, although the relevant
is subject is much more scarce.

ol No. 1 and Article 10 of the Con-

nited Kingdom the authorities seized and
trix and hundreds of copies of a schoolbook
licant due to its lewd content. The Court,
ontracting States had a margin of apprecia-
found no breach of this provision. Examin-
der Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, the Court

laint concerning the seizure could not be
 second sentence of Article 1 of Protocol
The relationship of Article 1 of Protoc

dividuals, however, some positive obligations are implied. The
tensive interpretation of Article 8 has allowed the Court the
amination of various “environmental” complaints where envi-
nmental factors directly and seriously affected private and
mily life or home, including in cases where the State had failed
 provide effective protection of applicant's rights. On the other
nd, preservation of environment, including planning policies, is
casionally the aim which justifies certain types of interferences

ith Article 8 rights. When this aim is pursued in the general
terest, it permits also the control of the use of property in
cordance with Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. This provision, how-
er, does not guarantee peaceful enjoyment of property in a
easant environment. Moreover, it allows restrictions on the use
 property for environmental reasons, if a fair balance between
mpeting interests is struck. Besides, from Article 1 of Protocol
o. 1 certain positive obligations arise, in particular when carry-
g out dangerous activities is involved.

 appears that Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 secures ownership
ghts, i.e. applicant's proprietary or economic interest in a partic-
ar possession, while Article 8 guarantees the perpetuity of
aceful enjoyment of possessions; nevertheless, neither of the
ovisions offers unlimited protection. This idea is supported in
rticular by the above cited case-law concerning tenancies from

hich it is clear that the tenants seldom succeed with their (pro-
ietary) claims under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. Another con-

usion deduced from the presented jurisprudence is that the
ourt first establishes whether a specific residence is a home and

considers if the safeg
(access to, occupation 
issue). Only thereafter
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perty protected by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
 the Convention, it is incumbent on the States
 person under their jurisdiction has an effec-
rotection of that right.

 is important to note that, where the Conven-
y the individual is a “civil right” recognised
– such as the right to property – the protec-
cle 6 §1 will also be available. In such circum-
s of Article 6 §1, implying the full panoply of

e, are stricter than, and absorb, those of
ases in which the Court has found a violation
ll not consider it necessary also to rule on an
plaint made under Article 13. This is so
1 constitutes a lex specialis in relation to
ases there is no legal interest in re-examining
t under the less stringent requirements of

 13 may come into play in cases involving the
ere for one reason or another, Article 6 is not

yment disputes between the authorities and
 are acting as depositories of public authority,
are, therefore, excluded from the scope of
onvention (Pellegrin v. France). In such cases
e into play if the employment dispute com-
payment of a public servant’s already earned
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 13 of the Convention

No. 1 (the destruction of property), since the measure was merely
a temporary one. On the other hand, the seizure did concern the
control of use of the applicant’s property and thus fell within the
ambit of the second paragraph of that article. However, the State
was found to be the ultimate adjudicator in the matter of necessity
for interference in such cases, and the Court considered that the
notion of “general interest” encompassed in Article 1 of Protocol
No. 1 left the states much room for interpretation. For this reason,
the Court found no violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. Since
the final destruction of the books was the result of them being
lawfully adjudged illicit and dangerous to the general interest, this
measure was also in accordance with the second paragraph of
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

More recently, in Öztürk v. Turkey, the Court took a different
approach. It held that the confiscation and destruction of copies of
a book published by the applicant was an incidental effect of his
conviction. Since the Court found a breach of Article 10, it held
that it was not necessary to consider the applicant’s complaints
under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 13 of the Con-
vention

According to the Court’s case-law, Article 13 guarantees to every-
one who claims, on arguable grounds, that one or more of his or
her Convention rights were violated, an effective remedy before a
national authority.

Since the right to pro
is a right set forth in
to ensure that every
tive remedy for the p

In this connection it
tion right asserted b
under domestic law 
tion afforded by Arti
stances the safeguard
a judicial procedur
Article 13. Thus in c
of Article 6 § 1 it wi
accompanying com
because Article 6 §
Article 13. In such c
the same complain
Article 13.

Nevertheless, Article
right to property, wh
applicable.

For instance, emplo
public servants, who
are not “civil” and 
Article 6 §1 of the C
Article 13 may com
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is treatment was unjustifiably different to
e in comparable situations.

ed Marckx v. Belgium case, the Court ruled
scriminated against in disposing freely with
t of illegitimate children, but found no vio-
rotocol No. 1 taken on its own. Similarly, in
urt found that the applicant was discrimi-

the domestic legislation gave preference to
 over illegitimate in succession of an entire
e applicability of Article 14 linked with
o. 1 in these two cases was not whether the

ghts were violated, but whether their claims
f property.

the application of Article 14 in property
the property rights which the Contracting
uarantee under the Convention. It includes
at the states choose to protect voluntarily. In
e applicant complained that he was denied
for the unemployed on the ground that he
 nationality. Even though the State was not
 security benefits to its residents, the Court
 scheme was established, a refusal of assist-
, who met all the statutory requirements,
is nationality was contrary to of Article 14
ith Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
The relationship of Article 1 of Protoc

lary (which qualifies as “possession” within the meaning of
rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1).

rthermore, Article 6 does not apply to proceedings concerning
terim measures or provisional remedies. However, for a remedy
 be effective it must provide relief rapidly enough to avoid any
reparable harm. The regular remedies (for example, a civil
tion) may not always be able to do so because they are some-

es too slow or allow for dilatory manoeuvres. Therefore,
rticle 13 may require the availability of provisional remedies in
ses where their absence could result in irreparable harm for the
plicant’s property rights. In such situations the provisional rem-
ies could be the only effective remedies.

rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 14 of the Con-
ention

he prohibition of discrimination, which is encompassed in
rticle 14, is one of the fundamental rights. However, this provi-
on has no independent existence, but can only be relied on in
njunction with other rights enshrined in the Convention. For
ample, the applicant claiming that he was discriminated against
ith regard to his property rights will rely on Article 14 in con-
nction with Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. He will have to have a
ssession within the meaning of this provision, but will not be

quired to establish, that his property rights were violated in
der to claim that he was discriminated against. It will suffice to
ove that he was subject to treatment which interfered with his

possession and that th
the one offered to thos

In the already mention
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tion case on the ground of property was
rs v. France. In that case a law imposed on the
aller than 20 hectares the transfer of hunting
ssociations. The applicants, who were such
ey were victims of discrimination on the
e of property. The Court established that the
ed legislation was that only large landowners
heir land as they wished, which put the appli-
all owners into a discriminatory position in
taken in conjunction with Article 1 of Proto-

the relationship between Article 14 and
 No. 1 is the question of when does the Court
ints only under the substantive or discrimina-
n both of them. In Chassagnou and others v.
iterated: “Where a substantive article of the
n invoked both on its own and together with
rate breach has been found of the substantive

erally necessary for the Court to consider the
4 also, though the position is otherwise if a

eatment in the enjoyment of the right in ques-
al aspect of the case”. In many a prominent
 examined the complaints under Article 1 of
ent on to hold that it was either not necessary
laints under this provision taken in conjunc-

or that no separate issue arose in this respect.
gardless of the outcome of the review of the
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 14 of the Convention

The Court has often stressed that differential treatment does not
run against Article 14 as long as it can be reasonably and objec-
tively justified for the general interest. However, in determining to
what extent different treatment is necessary, the margin of appre-
ciation left to the states under Article 14 is narrower than the one
under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. In particular to certain grounds
of differentiation, such as gender and race, the Court is not sus-
ceptible to accept but very well-founded arguments in order to
uphold less favourable treatment. In addition to these discrimina-
tion criteria and illegitimacy and nationality referred to in the
above-mentioned cases, Article 14 offers a non-exhaustive list of
grounds on which discrimination is not allowed. In the ambit of
property rights, discrimination on the ground of property is par-
ticularly eye-catching.

Legislation on spatial planning, taxes and environmental protec-
tion interfere with property rights. These provisions normally
make a distinction between different social and economic groups,
occasionally on the ground of property. In Pine Valley
Developments Ltd and others v. Ireland the applicants bought some
land in reliance on an outline planning permission for industrial
warehouses and office development. Since detailed planning
approval was not granted, the property bought sustained a loss in
value. Subsequently, legislation was adopted to remedy misappli-
cation of planning law with a view of validating planning permis-
sions. However, the applicants were not granted planning
permission. Their complaint that they were discriminated against
in comparison with other landowners was upheld by the Court.

Another discrimina
Chassagnou and othe
owners of estates sm
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owners, claimed th
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result of the impugn
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were unable to properly use the domestic
heir own failure to comply with the formal
-limits, their complaint shall be declared
xhaustion (see Sirc v. Slovenia).

na Convention on the Law of Treaties of
enna Convention”) provides that, unless a
ears from the treaty or is otherwise estab-
o not bind a party in relation to any act or
r any situation which ceased to exist before

into force of the treaty with respect to that
bstantive complaint. On the other hand, when the Court finds
 breach of the substantive provision, it often examines the com-

aints under Article 14.
rticle 14 thus protects the right to enjoy the property rights free
om discrimination. When relying on this provision, the appli-
nt must prove to have had a possession under Article 1 of Proto-
l No. 1 and that he or she, in exercising the rights originating

om this possession, was treated less favourably than others in

comparable situation. 
lish that the different 
pursued a legitimate a
portionate to that aim
for differentiation is p
to the State is wider 
status and the like are 

he admissibility criteria

xhaustion of domestic remedies
ccording to the generally recognised rules of international law
ited in Article 35 of the Convention), the Court may only deal
ith the matter after all domestic remedies have been exhausted.
omplaints under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 are no exception to
is rule (see Docevski v. “the former Yugoslav Republic of
acedonia” and Krisper v. Slovenia). 
nder Article 35 § 1, the applicants are under an obligation to use
e remedies provided under the national law which are sufficient
 afford redress in respect of the breaches alleged. The complaint
ust have been brought before the competent judicial or adminis-
ative authority and taken to the highest instance available – for
stance before the Constitutional Court in Croatia and in Slove-

nia. If the applicants 
remedies because of t
requirements or time
inadmissible for non-e

Ratione temporis
Article 28 of the Vien
23 May 1969 (“the Vi
different intention app
lished, its provisions d
fact which took place o
the date of the entry 
party.
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ses where the interference pre-dates ratification
l to remedy it post-dates ratification, to retain
latter act in determining the Court’s temporal
ld result in the Convention being binding for

ation to a fact that had taken place before the
red into force in respect of that State. However,
ntrary to the general rule of non-retroactivity
died in Article 28 of the Vienna Convention].

ding a remedy usually presupposes a finding
ence was unlawful under the law in force when
occurred (tempus regit actum). Therefore, any
dy, on the basis of the Convention, an interfer-
nded before the Convention came into force,

ly lead to its retroactive application.

hile it is true that from the ratification date
he State’s acts and omissions must conform to
(see Yağcı and Sargın v. Turkey, judgment of

ries A no. 319-A, p. 16, §40), the Convention
cific obligation on the Contracting States to
or wrongs or damage caused prior to that date
. Slovakia [GC], no. 44912/98, §38, ECHR
ther approach would undermine both the prin-
oactivity in the law of treaties and the funda-
ion between violation and reparation that
 of State responsibility.
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Ratione temporis

In their case-law the Commission and the Court have firmly
endorsed this general rule of international law (see, notably, Blečić
v. Croatia).

Accordingly, the Court is not competent to examine applications
against a State in so far as the alleged violations are based on facts
having occurred before the date of the entry into force of the Con-
vention in respect of that State. However, the question of whether
an alleged violation is based on a fact occurring prior or subse-
quent to a particular date gives rise to difficulties when the facts
relied on fall partly within and partly outside the period of the
Court’s competence.

In the case of Blečić v. Croatia the Court has consolidated its case-
law on the matter and elaborated the principles governing its tem-
poral jurisdiction in the following way:

1. [T]he Court’s temporal jurisdiction is to be determined in rela-
tion to the facts constitutive of the alleged interference. The
subsequent failure of remedies aimed at redressing that interfer-
ence cannot bring it within the Court’s temporal jurisdiction.

2. An applicant who considers that a State has violated his rights
guaranteed under the Convention is usually expected to resort
first to the means of redress available to him under domestic
law. If domestic remedies prove unsuccessful and the applicant
subsequently applies to the Court, a possible violation of his
rights under the Convention will not be caused by the refusal to
remedy the interference, but by the interference itself, ….
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 violations of her rights to respect for her
enjoyment of her possessions, as guaranteed
nvention and Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to

under Croatian law in force at the material
cted tenancy was considered to be termi-
 court judgment upholding the claim of the
 terminate such a tenancy became res judi-
d that the termination of the applicant’s
n the Supreme Court gave its judgment on
at was before the date of entry into force of
pect of Croatia. It was that judgment that
d interference with the applicant’s rights
n and not the subsequent Constitutional
 merely allowed that already existing inter-

eld that in those circumstances the Consti-
 not have applied the Convention when
 Court’s judgment without having faced the
icle 28 of the Vienna Convention.

vant fact giving rise to the application was
udgment of 15 February 1996, and not the
 decision of 8 November 1999, the Court

ion of the merits of the case could not have
out extending its temporal jurisdiction to a
of its date, was not subject thereto. To do so
In order to establish the Court’s temporal jurisdiction it is
therefore essential to identify, in each specific case, the exact
time of the alleged interference. In doing so the Court must take
into account both the facts of which the applicant complains
and the scope of the Convention right alleged to have been vio-
lated.

he Blečić case concerned the termination of the applicant’s spe-
ally protected tenancy of her flat in Zadar on account of her pro-
nged absence during the war. In July 1991 the applicant left her
t and went to visit her daughter in Rome for the summer. Since
ring her absence the war had escalated and Zadar had been
posed to constant shelling, she decided to stay in Rome. In
ovember 1991 a certain M.F. and his family occupied her flat. In
bruary 1992, the local authorities brought a civil action against
e applicant for termination of her tenancy, on the ground that
e had been absent from the flat for more than six months
ithout justified reason.
hile the first-instance court ruled against the applicant accept-
g the local authorities’ claim for the termination of the appli-
nt’s tenancy, the second-instance court reversed that judgment
d dismissed their claim. Eventually, on 15 February 1996, the
preme Court reversed the second-instance judgment and
held that of the first-instance, which thereby acquired the force

 res judicata. On 8 November 1999, that is, after the entry into
rce of the Convention in respect of Croatia on 5 November
97, the Constitutional Court dismissed the applicant’s constitu-
nal complaint against the Supreme Court’s judgment.

The applicant alleged
home and to peaceful 
by Article 8 of the Co
the Convention.

The Court noted that 
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nated at the moment a
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cata. The Court foun
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15 February 1996. Th
the Convention in res
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ference to stand.

Moreover, the Court h
tutional Court could
reviewing the Supreme
difficulty posed by Art

In sum, since the rele
the Supreme Court’s j
Constitutional Court’s
held that an examinat
been undertaken with
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 the applicant – a Greek Cypriot – was the
 northern Cyprus, which she had been forced
rkish occupation of that part of the island in
rt she complained under Article 1 of Protocol
 been continuously prevented from having
y by the Turkish forces.

ment claimed inter alia that the applicant’s
 irreversibly expropriated by virtue of
nstitution of the Turkish Republic of North-
NC”) of 7 May 1985, prior to Turkey’s decla-
0 accepting the Court’s jurisdiction.

om international practice and resolutions of
l bodies that the international community did
C as a State under international law and that
 remained sole legitimate Government of
as unable to attribute legal validity for the

vention to provisions such as Article 159 of
tion. Accordingly, the applicant could not be
title to property and the alleged violation was
ature.

remained legal owner, the Court went on to
 refused to access to her property since 1974,
st all control as well as all possibilities to use
ntinuous denial of access amounted to inter-
nder Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. In as much
nment had not sought to justify interference,
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Ratione temporis

would have been contrary to the general rules of international law.
Therefore, the application was found to be incompatible ratione
temporis with the provisions of the Convention.

The Court has followed the same approach in the subsequent case
of Mrkić v. Croatia. The case also concerned the termination of the
applicant’s specially protected tenancy. However, in that case the
applicants’ tenancy was terminated already in the moment when
the second-instance court dismissed the applicants’ appeal and
upheld the first-instance judgment against them, which thereby
became res judicata. As this had occurred in March 1997, i.e.
before the entry into force of the Convention in respect of Croatia,
it did not matter that, unlike in the Blečić case, both the decision of
the Supreme Court and the decision of the Constitutional Court
that followed were rendered after the ratification. It is true that the
applicants’ complained under Article 8 of the Convention but
given the Blečić case there is a little doubt that the conclusion
would have been the same had they also complained under
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

The above considerations apply only to cases in which the inter-
ference complained of takes the form of an instantaneous act.
However, when the alleged violation relates to a continuing situa-
tion, which lasts after the entry into force of the Convention in
respect of the State concerned, the Court has jurisdiction to
examine the period following the ratification.

The Court has recognised the concept of a continuing violation in
the context of the right to property in the case of Loizidou v.

Turkey. In that case
owner of a house in
to leave after the Tu
1974. Before the Cou
No. 1 that she had
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Article 159 of the Co
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 but about the failure to pay them compen-
 to them by the domestic legislation.

e same conclusion in the case of Hingitaq
 in which the members of the Inughuit tribe
ned under Article 8 of the Convention and
o. 1 thereto about the substantial restriction
fishing rights resulting from the establish-
 Base in 1951, as well as, about relocation of
eir settlement in May 1953.

aintained that they had, on a continuing
 their homeland and hunting territories and
ity to use, peacefully enjoy, develop and

e events complained of had been instanta-
ken place before Denmark had ratified the
er 1953) and Protocol No. 1 (May 1954). It
 these complaints as being incompatible
he provisions of the Convention.

ts also complained under the above-men-
he outcome of the proceedings instituted in
 courts with a view to obtaining compensa-

escribed interferences with their property
eld that the events complained of had to be
propriation and awarded them compensa-
 compensation was however substantially
ght by the applicants.
e Court did not find such complete negation of property rights
stified.
 specific and unique feature of the complaints under Article 1 of
otocol No. 1 in the context of the Court’s temporal jurisdiction

 that interference complained of, even if it falls outside that juris-
ction, may under the domestic law generate a claim for compen-
tion. If such a claim existed at the moment the Convention
tered into force in respect of the State concerned and was suffi-

ently established to be enforceable thereby giving rise to legiti-
ate expectation that it may be realised, the subsequent
terference with that claim would fall within the Court’s temporal
risdiction.
r example, in the case of Almeida Garret v. Portugal two plots of

nd owned by the applicants had been nationalised in 1975,
hereas the third plot was expropriated in 1976. Under the rele-
nt legislation the applicants were entitled to payment of com-
nsation for the loss of their property, but the legislation did not

ipulate how the compensation would be calculated or paid. The
urt proceedings and administrative procedures which the appli-
nts instituted in order to obtain the compensation were still
nding when the Court examined the case. The Government
gued that the Court had no jurisdiction ratione temporis to
amine the applicants’ complaints as the expropriations in ques-
n had occurred in 1975 and 1976 i.e. before Portugal ratified

e Convention in November 1978. The Court observed that the
plicants did not complain about the deprivation of their prop-
ty – which was indisputably, an instantaneous act beyond its

temporal jurisdiction –
sation: a right afforded
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ons within the meaning of that provision.
uestion to be asked when dealing with such
er Article 1 of Protocol no. 1 is applicable to
the conclusion after what could be a rather
 of this issue is the Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
uch complaint is normally rejected under
mpatible ratione materiae with the provisions

re based on events in a territory outside the
d there is no link between those events and
 the jurisdiction of the Contracting State, the
ismissed as incompatible ratione loci with the
onvention. The Convention authorities have
 admissibility issues concerning the Court’s

oci. 

ned case Loizidou v. Turkey, the Turkish Gov-
d that the applicant’s complaints concerned
 not within its jurisdiction ratione loci. The
the concept of jurisdiction was not restricted
ory of the Contracting States. Since it was not
applicant’s loss of control of the property
ccupation of the northern part of Cyprus by
the establishment of the “TRNC”, the Court

ent’s objection.
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Ratione materiae

That being so, the impugned events, even though outside the
Court’s temporal jurisdiction, had generated a claim for compen-
sation under the domestic law that continued to exist after the
Denmark’s ratification of the Convention and Protocol No. 1
thereto. That claim constituted a property interest protected by
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and distinct from the property expro-
priated from the applicants in 1951 and 1953. The Court therefore
held that these complaints did fall within its competence, but
eventually found that they were manifestly ill-founded.

However, when the domestic law does not give rise to a claim for
compensation for the events that took place before the ratification,
any complaint alleging violation of the Convention on that
account will be considered incompatible ratione temporis (et mate-
riae) therewith. This is so because the right to obtain compensa-
tion for an injury which does not itself constitute a violation of the
Convention (for example, if such injury falls outside the Court’s
competence ratione temporis) is not a right guaranteed by the
Convention. Moreover, the Convention imposes no specific obli-
gation on the Contracting States to provide redress for wrongs or
damage caused prior to the ratification.

Ratione materiae

The Court can deal only with complaints concerning rights which
are covered by the Convention and its protocols.

As already stated, an applicant can allege a violation of Article 1 of
Protocol No. 1 only in so far as the alleged interference relates to

his or her possessi
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of principles) save if the ownership was not
 Convention entered into force like in the
ase. There the Court held that the retention
ue by the Romanian authorities had been
 applicant remained the owner of the prop-
omplaint therefore related to a continuing
aintained. The Court found a violation of
o. 1.

e 1990s, restitution measures were adopted
central and eastern Europe. However, since
o. 1 does not guarantee the right to acquire
ion organs held that Article 1 of Protocol
reted as imposing any general obligation on
 to return property which was transferred to
ied the Convention. Nor does Article 1 of
 any restrictions on the Contracting States’

e the scope of property restitution or to
 under which they agree to restore property
rs. The Jantner v. Slovakia case concerned

applicant had, in fact, established a genuine
n Slovakia which was a condition for resti-
Specific issue

pecific issues pertaining to central and eastern Eu

estitution claims
ne of the characteristics of the communist rule in central and
stern Europe was widespread taking of private property into
blic ownership or control. Following the fall of communism,
pectations rose for this property to be returned in natura or for
mpensation to be awarded, either to those who had been dis-
ssessed or to their descendants. Both the Commission and the

ourt considered a number of claims against central and eastern
ropean states in connection with expropriated or confiscate
operty and with different legal situations created following the
turn of property to previous owners.
s far as claims concerning taking of property after the Second
orld War are concerned, the Convention institutions consist-
tly rejected them holding that the applicants had no existing
operty right at the time when the Convention and Protocol
o. 1 came into force in those countries. Expropriations and con-
cations which occurred before that time were held to be outside
e Commission’s and the Court’s jurisdiction ratione temporis. 
 Malhous v. the Czech Republic restitution was not available
here property had been transferred to other individuals who
uld establish that they had acquired a legal title to the property.

he Court held that the applicant possessed merely “the hope of
cognition of a property right which has been impossible to exer-
se effectively”. The initial taking of property was considered in
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the Contracting States
them before they ratif
Protocol No. 1 impose
freedom to determin
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rights of former owne
the issue whether the 
permanent residence i
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Vuchetich v. Slovenia, the applicants contested
omestic courts that they, as individuals, were
tution since the property at issue had been

legal person, and in the Nadbiskupija
ia case the Zagreb Archdiocese (Nadbiskupija
 to be a religious community operating on
hich was one of the conditions set by the leg-

re to be entitled to restitution of expropriated
t found that the findings of the domestic

icants did not fulfil the conditions set by the
ion Act were not arbitrary. The applicants
ssession or legitimate expectation of realising
rticle 1 of Protocol No.1.
a v. Croatia case concerned the loss of pre-
 applicant whose family had owned three res-

 the centre of Zagreb as a result of quashing of
f the 1997 Denationalisation Act. The Court
e applicant's pre-emption rights were claims

possessions. Since they were conditional from
f the conditions was not fulfilled, Article 1 of
ot apply.
once a Contracting State, having ratified the
g Protocol No. 1, enacts legislation providing
l restoration of property confiscated under a
h legislation may be regarded as generating a
protected by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 for
he requirements for entitlement. The same
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Restitution claims

In particular, the Contracting States enjoy a wide margin of appre-
ciation with regard to the exclusion of certain categories of former
owners from such entitlement. Where categories of owners are
excluded in this way, their claims for restitution cannot provide
the basis for a legitimate expectation attracting the protection of
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

For instance, in the Gratzinger and Gratzingerova v. the Czech
Republic case, the legislation excluded the possibility of restitution
of property to those claimants who were not Czech nationals. The
Court held that the applicants had no legitimate expectation that
their claim would be determined in their favour. Moreover, the
belief that a law previously in force would be changed to an appli-
cants’ advantage cannot be regarded as a form of legitimate expec-
tation for the purposes of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. There is a
difference between a mere hope of restitution, however under-
standable that hope may be, and a legitimate expectation, which
must be of a nature more concrete than a mere hope and be based
on a legal provision or a legal act such as a judicial decision (see
also Maltzan and others v. Germany).

The claimants should therefore fulfil all conditions set by domes-
tic legislation – typically the nationality or permanent residence
requirements or any other condition. A person who complains of
a violation of his or her right to property must therefore first show
that such a right existed in the framework of domestic proceed-
ings (Des Fours Walderode v. the Czech Republic).

In Bugarski and von 
the finding of the d
not entitled to resti
expropriated to a 
Zagrebačka v. Sloven
Zagrebačka) claimed
Slovenian territory, w
islation, and therefo
property. The Cour
courts that the appl
1991 Denationalisat
therefore had no po
their claims under A
Similarly, the Gavell
emption rights of the
idential buildings in
certain provisions o
took the view that th
rather than existing 
the outset and one o
Protocol No. 1 did n
On the other hand, 
Convention includin
for the full or partia
previous regime, suc
new property right 
persons satisfying t
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ted that the radical reform of the country’s
 system, as well as the state of the country’s
 stringent limitations on compensation for
nts, the Polish State had not been able to
ounds justifying, in terms of Article 1 of
ent to which it had continuously failed over
ent an entitlement conferred on the appli-
of other Bug River claimants, by Polish leg-
 has received only approximately 2% of the
sation due to him. Since the relationship
the property taken and the compensation
sproportionate, the Court found a violation
l No. 1.
ople concerned, the Court adopted a “pilot”
a systemic failure in which it has indicated
l and general measures required to remedy
 view to reducing the number of repetitive
licant and the Polish Government subse-
endly settlement concerning not only the
claims, but also the claims of others in the

ia case concerned the applicant’s attempt to
lver coins which were confiscated in 1959.
r which he claimed restitution contained a
on seeking restitution must show where the
. The applicant was successful at first

ment was subsequently overturned. Consid-
Specific issue

ay apply in respect of arrangements for restitution or compensa-
n established under pre-ratification legislation, if such legisla-
n remained in force after the Contracting State's ratification of
otocol No. 1. The issue that needs to be examined in each case is
hether the circumstances of the case, considered as a whole, con-
rred on the applicant title to a substantive interest protected by
rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1 (Broniowski v. Poland).

he Broniowski judgment concerned the alleged failure of the
lish authorities to satisfy the applicant’s entitlement to compen-

tion for property in Lwów (now Lviv, in Ukraine) which
longed to his grandmother when the area was still part of
land, before the Second World War – the so-called “Bug River

aims”.

he applicant’s grandmother along with many others who had
en living in the eastern provinces of pre-war Poland was repatri-

ed after Poland’s eastern border had been redrawn along the Bug
iver, in the aftermath of the Second World War. Since 1946,
lish law has entitled the repatriated to compensation in kind.

owever, following the change of legislation in 1990 and various
ansfers of state owned land to local authorities, the State Treas-
y has been unable to fulfil its obligation to meet the compensa-
n claims because it had insufficient land to meet the demand.

he Court found that the applicant’s entitlement to obtain com-
nsatory property constituted possessions for the purposes of

rticle 1 of Protocol No. 1.

While the Court accep
political and economic
finances, might justify
the Bug River claima
adduce satisfactory gr
Protocol No. 1, the ext
many years to implem
cant, as on thousands 
islation. The applicant
value of the compen
between the value of 
paid was manifestly di
of Article 1 of Protoco
With nearly 80 000 pe
judgment identifying 
appropriate individua
such problems with a
applications. The app
quently reached a fri
individual applicant’s 
same situation.
The Kopecký v. Slovak
recover golden and si
The 1991 statute unde
condition that the pers
coins were deposited
instance, but this judg
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necessary to strike a fair balance between the
currently in possession of the property and
, and to assure that the requirements of the
g and the prohibition on discrimination are

he Court found that restrictions on property
visions of housing, such as rent control legis-
landlords (Hutten-Czapska v. Poland), and

 the eviction of tenants (Schirmer v. Poland),
ol of use of property in breach of Article 1 of

 found a violation of Article 1 of Protocol
 and Pinc v. the Czech Republic case. In 1991
er owners sought recovery of the property,

licants had acquired it at a price lower than its
the restitution of property was granted. The
ed about a violation of their right to property,
ad acquired their possessions in 1967 in good
hey had been confiscated and without being
 sale conditions or the purchase price.

nd a violation in the Străin and others v.
 the applicants had been owners of a house

sed in 1950. They started restitution proceed-
ugh the national authorities were aware of
he State-owned company which managed the
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Restitution claims

ering that the applicant was unable, for reasons which were imput-
able to public authorities, to trace the property at issue, the
Chamber found a violation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

However, after reviewing the Court’s case law on claims as prop-
erty rights, the Grand Chamber concluded that the case-law does
not contemplate the existence of a “genuine dispute” or an “argua-
ble claim” as a criterion for determining whether there is a “legiti-
mate expectation” protected by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. On the
contrary, where the proprietary interest is in the nature of a claim
it may be regarded as an “asset” only where it has a sufficient basis
in national law. It may also be of relevance whether a “legitimate
expectation” of obtaining compensation arose in the context of the
impugned proceedings. This was however not the case since the
first-instance judgment granting the applicant’s request was subse-
quently overturned in the context of the same proceedings and
without having acquired legal force. The same principle was
applied in the Sirc v. Slovenia, where the applicant’s claims for
compensation were partially granted by the first-instance court
but the judgment was subsequently overturned.

On the contrary, in the already mentioned Brumărescu v. Romania
judgment, the Court found a violation of Article 1 of Protocol
No. 1 since the Supreme Court quashed the Higher Court’s judg-
ment granting the applicant’s request which had become final and
was enforced.

The Convention organs also had to address several situations
created when previous owners claimed the return of property. In

such situations, it is 
interests of persons 
those of the owners
right to a fair hearin
respected.

In the Polish cases, t
use related to the pro
lation affecting the 
measures to control
amounted to a contr
Protocol No. 1.

However, the Court
No. 1 in the Pincova
the son of the form
arguing that the app
true value. In 1994 
applicants complain
claiming that they h
faith, unaware that t
able to influence the

The Court also fou
Romania case where
which was nationali
ings in 1993. Altho
those proceedings, t
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roceeded on the assumption that it did and
f that provision. As the case was later on

hamber which eventually found the case to
e temporis, the question whether a specially
n be considered a “possession” or not,
eing, unresolved.
nt to note that in several somewhat similar
the former Commission have found that
o. 1 was not applicable, that the complaints
e manifestly ill-founded, that there was no
sion, or that no separate examination of the
le 1 of Protocol No. 1 was necessary.
United Kingdom the applicant had lived for
an relationship with another woman. The
ant in a house owned by the local authority.
ad no tenancy or any other legal right over

 partner – the tenant – died, the local auth-
ings against the applicant and obtained a
ction. In her appeal the applicant requested
 be set aside and the tenancy vest in her as
he tenant. The Court of Appeal dismissed
holding that under the relevant law only a
heterosexual couple that had married could
ore the Commission the applicant com-
der Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. The Com-
ere had been no contractual nexus between
local authority. It held that the fact that the
Specific issue

operty sold one of the apartments at issue. The applicants
ught in vain to have the sale declared void.

he Court observed that Romanian law did not foresee with suffi-
ent clarity and certainty the consequences for individuals’ prop-
ty rights of the sale of their property by the State to a third party
ting in good faith. Given the manner in which the taking of
eir property had interfered with the fundamental principles of
n-discrimination and the rule of law, the total lack of compen-

tion meant that the applicants had had to bear a disproportion-
e and excessive burden incompatible with the right to respect for
e peaceful enjoyment of possessions. The Court held that
omania had to return the building in question to the applicants.

nally, in the Jahn and others v. Germany case, the Court found
at in the unique context of German reunification the taking of
operty without any compensation was considered justifiable
der Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

pecially protected tenancy
he first question to be asked when dealing with the applications
volving specially protected tenancy is whether Article 1 of Pro-
col No. 1 is applicable to the case at issue, i.e. whether such a
nancy constitutes a “possession” within the meaning of that arti-
e.

 its first judgment in the Blečić v. Croatia case the Court did not
d it necessary to decide whether or not specially protected

nancy constituted a “possession” within the meaning of Article 1

of Protocol No. 1. It p
found no violation o
referred to the Grand C
be inadmissible ration
protected tenancy ca
remains, for the time b
It is, however, importa
cases, the Court and 
Article 1 of Protocol N
under that article wer
violation of that provi
complaint under Artic
In the case of S v. the 
many years in a lesbi
other woman was a ten
The applicant herself h
that house. When her
ority brought proceed
court order for her evi
that the eviction order
surviving partner of t
the applicant’s appeal 
surviving spouse of a 
claim a tenancy. Bef
plained, inter alia, un
mission found that th
the applicant and the 
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ive months before the door had been sealed.
fore be considered to be the owners of a “pos-
eaning of paragraph 1 of Article 1 of Proto-

ould not claim to be victims of a violation of
rdingly, the Commission held that there had
 Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. The Commission
 case to the Court, which eventually decided
list because in 1997 the Greek authorities had
ts’ request for authorisation to open a place of

e the Court involving similar issues was the
prus. In 1967 the applicant, a civil servant,
te a house in which he and his family have
ncy agreement had many features of a typical
 1986 the Ministry of Finance informed the
d to surrender the property. As the applicant

ttorney-General notified him that legal action
st him. The applicant, claiming that he was a
titled to protection under the Rent Control

to leave. In February 1990 the government
roceedings and in February 1992 the District
nt against the applicant considering that a
ises from the State could not be regarded as a
ce the Rent Control Law applied only to

he applicant’s appeal to the Supreme Court
y 1995.
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Specially protected tenancy

applicant had been living in the house for some time without legal
title could not constitute a possession within the meaning of
Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. Accordingly, the applicant’s complaint
was incompatible ratione materiae with the provisions of the Con-
vention.

In the case of Durini v. Italy the Commission took a more general
view that the right to live in a particular home which one does not
own was not a possession within the meaning of Article 1 of Pro-
tocol No. 1 and that, therefore, that provision was not applicable to
the case.

The case of Pentidis and others v. Greece concerned the applicants,
Jehovah’s Witnesses, who rented a room under a private agree-
ment in June 1990. The agreement specified that the room would
be used “for all kinds of meetings, weddings, etc., of Jehovah’s Wit-
nesses”. The applicants were subsequently convicted by the Greek
courts for having established a place of worship without request-
ing an authorisation from the Minister of Education and Religious
Affairs. In November 1990 the police authorities put seals on the
entrance door of the room rented by the applicants. The seals were
removed in July 1991. Before the Commission the applicant’s
complained, inter alia, under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 that their
right to the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions had been
infringed by the placing of seals on the front door of the room
which they had rented.

The Commission noted that the applicants were tenants and not
the proprietors of the room in question and that they had been

renting it for only f
They could not there
session” within the m
col No. 1, and thus c
that provision. Acco
been no violation of
later on referred the
to strike it out of its 
granted the applican
worship.

The first case befor
case of Larkos v. Cy
rented from the Sta
lived since. The tena
lease of property. In
applicant that he hea
failed to do so, the A
would be taken again
“statutory tenant” en
Law 1983, refused 
instituted eviction p
Court gave judgme
person renting prem
statutory tenant, sin
private landlords. T
was dismissed in Ma
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t the applicant’s mere expectation that the
 the use of military quarters would not be
 considered a right of property. The appli-
he use of the housing “in his capacity as a
 that was much lower than it would have
ease. He had not signed a lease agreement,
 special-quarters-allocation form” supplied
es and had not suggested that use of the

uated to an agreement under private law.
ovision of military quarters had been estab-
he need for servicemen to be given appro-
n as they had been subject to frequent
ice. The Court, endorsing the Commission’s
e, held that the right to live in a particular

y the applicant did not constitute a “posses-
ing of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. Further-
” such as the applicant (who had not been
in indefinitely in premises belonging to the
e authorities from performing their obliga-
te property in accordance with their statu-
l duties. Accordingly, the Court held that

compatible ratione materiae with the provi-
n.

ed this approach in cases of Kovalenok v.
vakia. In the Kovalenok case the applicants
icle 1 of Protocol No. 1 that their expulsion
ed them of the right to live in their flat. The
Specific issue

he Commission and the Court found a violation of Article 14 of
e Convention in conjunction with Article 8 thereof on account
at there had been no reasonable and objective justification for
cluding the applicant from the protection afforded to other ten-
ts. The applicant also argued that his rights as a tenant were
roperty rights” within the meaning of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
d that denying him the protection from eviction afforded to
her tenants constituted a breach of Article 14 of the Convention
ad in conjunction with Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. However, in
ew of their conclusions under Article 14 in conjunction with
rticle 8, both the Commission and the Court found that it was
t necessary to examine separately the complaint under

rticle 14 in conjunction with Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.

 the case of J.L.S. v. Spain the Court followed the view of the
ommission expressed in the Durini case. The applicant, a regular
ldier, had obtained the use of lodgings in Madrid by signing an
dministrative special-quarters-allocation form” supplied by the
ilitary body responsible for dealing with the housing needs of
ilitary personnel, who were liable to be transferred at regular
tervals. Subsequently, a royal decree had been issued requiring
rtain servicemen in the provisional reserve force, in which the
plicant was serving, to surrender possession of their quarters to
e State. The applicant was obliged to vacate the premises.
anish Higher Court of Justice dismissed his application for judi-

al review of the decision requiring him to leave and upheld the
iction order. The Constitutional Court dismissed his amparo
peal.

The Court found tha
regulations governing
modified could not be
cant had been given t
serviceman” at a rent
been under a private l
but an “administrative
by the army authoriti
quarters could be eq
Policy regarding the pr
lished in response to t
priate accommodatio
transfers while in serv
view in the Durini cas
property not owned b
sion” within the mean
more, to allow a “user
even a tenant) to rema
State would prevent th
tion to administer Sta
tory and constitutiona
the application was in
sions of the Conventio

The Court has follow
Latvia and H.F. v. Slo
complained under Art
from Latvia had depriv
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t be necessary to decide whether a specially
 such amounts to a “possession” but whether
purchase the flat under favourable conditions
t of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1.
g, there is only one case pending before the

es a specially protected tenancy. In the case of
e applicant complains under Article 1 of Pro-
 though she was not the owner of the flat, she
and a legitimate expectation to buy it. It
hat will be the Court’s decision in that case.2

nd other social benefits
nsurance entitlements may be considered as
er certain conditions. There is however no

e a social security payment of any kind. 
ia case established that there was no general
ate pension under the Convention. Neverthe-
ht to receive a benefit from a contributory

e either compulsory or voluntary may exist,
imant has met any necessary conditions that
imposed by the state pursuant to the second
e 1 of Protocol No. 1. However, that right
d as entitling the beneficiary to receive a par-
pension (see Dumanovski v. “the former

Macedonia”).

ding at the time of going to press (June 2007).
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Pension rights and other social benefits

Court noted that in 1976 the applicants had acquired the right to
live in the flat at issue, which had been publicly owned. In the
period between 1976 and 1992 the applicants’ rights over the flat
had been those of the tenants, whereas the public authorities had
retained ownership. Reiterating its position in the J.L.S. case, that
the right to live in a particular home which one does not own did
not constitute a “possession”, the Court held the complaint to be
incompatible ratione materiae with the provisions of the Conven-
tion.
In contrast to the cases cited above, in the later case of Teteriny v.
Russia the Court held that the non-enforcement of a judgment
entitling the applicant to a “social tenancy agreement”, which
should have been signed between her and the competent public
authority, constituted a breach of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. In
holding so the Court did not explain how a (mere) claim to have a
tenancy agreement concluded amounted to a “possession”,
whereas the already existing tenancy (i.e. the right to live in a
home which one does not own) did not.
It is worth noting that a specially protected tenancy usually gave
rise to a (separate) right to purchase (privatise) the flat under
favourable conditions. As it is the basis for the right to purchase it,
the termination of tenancy would regularly lead to interference
with that right. If the claim to purchase the flat is sufficiently
established to be enforceable i.e. gives rise to a legitimate expecta-
tion that it may be realised, than it would constitute a “possession”
within the meaning of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and would enjoy
its protection.

Therefore, it may no
protected tenancy as
the ensuing right to 
falls within the ambi
At the time of writin
Court, which involv
Gaćeša v. Croatia th
tocol No. 1 that, even
had a “possession” 
remains to be seen w

Pension rights a
In principle, social i
property rights und
right per se to receiv
The Müller v. Austr
right to an old-age st
less, a property rig
social security schem
provided that the cla
may legitimately be 
paragraph of Articl
cannot be interprete
ticular amount of 
Yugoslav Republic of 

2. The case was still pen
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 discriminatory. Even assuming that the
 advance existed since they had paid contri-
 the military fund in Belgrade and not the

Court found that the applicants did not
rements which did not lack an objective and

.
ibutions and emergency benefit was estab-
n the Gaygusuz v. Austria case. There the
ency unemployment assistance in Austria,
ed once an entitlement to employment

austed, was a pecuniary right within the
f Protocol No. 1. The applicant, an Iranian,
e on the basis that he did not fulfil the
t. He claimed that he had suffered discrim-
is property rights. Noting that unemploy-

ly be claimed by those who had contributed
insurance fund, the Court found a violation
l No. 1 and of Article 14 of the Convention.
tioned Stec and others v. the United Kingdom
 been drawn in the case-law between bene-
on the basis of contributions, and those
out reference to contributions. Under the

egislation in force provides for the payment
 whether conditional or not on the prior
ons – that legislation must be regarded as
tary interest falling within the ambit of
o. 1 for persons satisfying its requirements.
Specific issue

ccordingly, states are entitled to alter the amount payable in line
ith reasonable economic policy. In Domalewski v. Poland the
ourt found that the withdrawal of veteran status from the appli-
nt, a retired officer of the former Ministry of Public Security,
ith consequent loss of financial benefits, was not a breach of his
operty rights, since he was receiving the same basic pension

ghts from a contributory pension scheme as he had before the
ithdrawal of his status, even though he had lost other non-con-
ibutory discounts and allowances (see also Storkiewicz v.
land).
 the Janković v. Croatia case the applicant retired in 1987 from
e Yugoslav People’s Army and was in receipt of a military pen-
on. In 1992, the Croatian authorities assessed his pension at
.22% of his previous pension. Under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1
d Article 14 of the Convention, the applicant complained about
e reduction of his pension. The Court found that, since the
duction of the pensions of officers of the Socialist Federal
epublic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) was a means of integrating those
nsions into the Croatian general pension system, the measures
ken by the authorities were within the State's margin of appreci-
ion and were not discriminatory (see also Schwengel v.
ermany).
 two cases against Slovenia, Tričković and Predojević and others,
e applicants, who were retired members of the Yugoslav People's
rmy living in Slovenia after the break-up of the SFRY, claimed
at the Slovenian social authorities should award them advance
 military pensions and that the conditions set out by the Slove-

nian legislation were
applicants' rights to an
butions in the SFRY to
Slovenian fund, the 
comply with the requi
reasonable justification
A link between contr
lished by the Court i
Court held that emerg
which could be claim
benefit had been exh
meaning of Article 1 o
was refused assistanc
nationality requiremen
ination in respect of h
ment benefit could on
to the unemployment 
of Article 1 of Protoco
Before the above-men
case, a distinction had
fits which were paid 
which were paid with
new approach, if the l
of a welfare benefit –
payment of contributi
generating a proprie
Article 1 of Protocol N
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k, Zagreb Main Branch, in Zagreb (Croatia)
of the SFRY in 1991. Under legislation appli-
h savings were guaranteed by the SFRY. Since
 had been generally unable to access their
 that there had been a violation of Article 1 of
one of the applicants further complained that
lation of Article 14.

me independent in 1991 it assumed guarantee
ncy savings deposited with banks on Slove-
91, after its independence, Croatia took over
he foreign-currency savings deposited with
ffice was situated in Croatia or were trans-
nationals into Croatian banks from other

vened in the proceedings before the Court as
en the view that it is either the Ljubljana Bank
te which should meet the liabilities owed to
oatian branch. However, Slovenia considered
s should be divided under the succession
g the five states formed from the dissolved
ount of savings in strong foreign currencies
Croatian branch of the Slovenian bank has
proximately 150 000 000 euros with accrued
 investors appear to be involved. On 29 June
uccessor states signed the Agreement on Suc-
red into force on 2 June 2004.
NO. 10: THE RIGHT TO PROPERTY UN

Banks

Banks
One of the major problems concerning property issues in succes-
sor States of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY)
relates to the so-called “old” foreign-currency savings which origi-
nated in freezing of foreign currency savings accounts in the
SFRY. Since these savings were guaranteed by the SFRY, different
legal solutions were applied in different successor states following
the break-up of the SFRY. 

In Trajkovski v. “the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia” the
applicant complained under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 about the
payment in State bonds of his “old” foreign-currency savings. The
claims of the holders of the “old” savings accounts were regulated
by the 1993 Act and subsequent legislation. The State bonds could
be used to purchase an apartment, business premises, or for other
purposes set out by law. The applicant was also able to withdraw
certain amounts in euros.

The Court found that the contested legislative measures which
indeed substantially limited the applicant’s right to dispose of his
funds amounted to a control of the use of property. Having regard
to the need to strike a fair balance between the general interest
and the right of property of the applicant, and of all those in the
same situation with him, the Court considered that the means
chosen were suited to achieving the legitimate aim pursued and
declared the application inadmissible.

In Kovačić and others v. Slovenia, the applicants, all Croatian citi-
zens, had deposited strong foreign currencies savings in accounts

at the Ljubljana Ban
before the break-up 
cable at the time, suc
1989 the applicants
money. They argued
Protocol No. 1, and 
there had been a vio

When Slovenia beca
for all foreign-curre
nian territory. In 19
the guarantee for t
banks whose head o
ferred by Croatian 
banks.

Croatia, which inter
a third party, has tak
or the Slovenian Sta
customers of the Cr
that those liabilitie
arrangements amon
SFRY. The total am
deposited with the 
been estimated at ap
interest, and 140 000
2001 in Vienna the s
cession Issues; it ente
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2006 Bosnia and Herzegovina (that is, the
ebt, under section 1 of the Old Foreign-Cur-
6.
olation of Article 6 §1, since the essence of
 access to court protected by Article 6 of the
ired due to non-enforcement of the judg-
ase of her funds. While the Court appreci-
t of “old” foreign-currency savings might
fore or during the dissolution of the former
ration of its banking and monetary systems,
ll to be invoked and examined prior to a
ination of a case and where the courts have
issue, their ruling should not be called into
lso found a violation of Article 1 of Protocol

and Herzegovina the applicant deposited
 commercial bank during the 1970s and
92 Bosnia and Herzegovina took over the

oreign-currency savings from the former
as never been able to dispose freely of his
s statutory provisions. The applicant could
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can expect to receive approximately 500
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6 the Court declared the application admis-
Specific issue

he Court declared the applications admissible and joined the
estion of compliance with the six-month rule to the merits.
bsequently, the Court decided to strike out the cases under

rticle 37 §1.b and c on the grounds that two of the applicants,
r Kovačić and Mr Mrkonjić, had in the meantime received
yment in full of their foreign currency deposits in the frame-

ork of execution proceedings brought in Croatia. As to the third
plicant, Ms Golubović, the Court considered that in cases in

hich liability for a former State’s debt was disputed by the succes-
r States, a claimant could reasonably be expected to seek redress
here other claimants had been successful. It was still open to her
 bring proceedings in Croatia.
 Jeličić v. Bosnia and Herzegovina, the first case against Bosnia
d Herzegovina to be declared admissible, the applicant com-
ained under Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 and Article 6 about the
n-enforcement of a judgment ordering the release of her foreign
rrency savings.

he applicant placed a sum of money in German marks in two
reign-currency savings accounts at the former Privredna banka
rajevo Filijala Banja Luka before the break-up of the SFRY. She

tempted unsuccessfully to withdraw her savings from the bank
 several occasions. On 26 November 1998 she obtained a judg-

ent ordering her bank to release all sums on her accounts plus
fault interest and legal costs. On 18 January 2002, according to
e domestic legislation and following the completion of the pri-
tisation of the bank, the money in the applicant’s foreign-cur-
ncy accounts became a public debt attributable to the Republika
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 reforms, and that the State had not properly
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 Act. The Court further noted that the State
dertaken such an obligation by enacting the
the purpose of creating a State-supported
aluing monies deposited with the bank before
Act provided for the savings to be converted
at guaranteed the same purchasing power as
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Banks

The Court has also examined applications concerning the reduc-
tion of the value of savings in other central and east European
states.
In Rudzińska v. Poland the applicant complained under Article 1
of Protocol No. 1 that the State failed in its obligations as regards
financial assistance relating to the housing savings account
opened under the 1983 legislation. In particular, following the
1993 and 1996 change of legislation, her savings were no longer
subject to reassessment such as to offset in full the effects of infla-
tion. The Court was of the view that a general obligation on states
to maintain the purchasing power of sums deposited with banking
or financial institutions by way of a systematic indexation of
savings cannot be derived from Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. Insofar
as the applicant’s complaint could be understood that as a result of
the reduction of the scope of guarantees offered by the State to
persons possessing housing savings accounts, the applicant could
not become an owner of a house for which she had been saving,
the Court recalled that Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 did not recog-
nise any right to become the owner of property and declared the
application inadmissible.
In Gayduk and others v. Ukraine the applicants were Ukrainian
nationals who opened savings accounts with the Ukraine Savings
Bank, which until 1992 was an integral part of the USSR Savings
Bank. At the material time, the payment of savings was guaranteed
by the State. In 1996 the Ukrainian authorities implemented a
monetary reform affecting the applicants’ deposits which already
considerably depreciated as a result of inflation. In addition, the
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 in it had at least a legitimate expectation of
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 tax therefore amounted to violation.
zech Republic, where the complaints related
 foreseeability of income tax legislation and

mpany rather than an individual, the Court
re may be an obligation to take specialist
ould be a factor in assessing whether or not
iently foreseeable.
 in examining tax issues under Article 1 of
 compared with its approach in examining
 tax proceedings which in principle do not
less the nature of the offence or the severity
ld be deemed to have a criminal character

nce).
Specific issue

at offered by the national currency in 1990. The Court declared
e application inadmissible (see also Grishchenko v. Russia).

xes
rticle 1 expressly recognises the power of States to determine
xes, impose penalties and fines. Measures taken to secure their
yment are considered under the second paragraph of Article 1
 Protocol No. 1 as a control of use. States enjoy a wide margin of
preciation in this area. However, if raising of taxes places an
cessive burden on the person concerned or fundamentally
terferes with his financial position, the Convention organs may
amine the application.

he Court has also held in the Buffalo S.r.l. in liquidation v. Italy
se that when national authorities have established that the tax
s been overpaid, the delay in its reimbursement amounts to vio-

tion. Similarly, in S.A. Dangeville v. France, the Court noted that
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